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sive run-in blocks (124) which would otherwise be req-
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a data repro-

ducing method and apparatus, and a data recording

method and apparatus.

[0002] An embodiment of the present invention re-

lates to a data reproducing method and apparatus for

reading data written in a data recording area of a record-

ing medium while linking the data in predetermined

units, and to a data recording method and apparatus for

writing data to a data recording area of a recoding me-

dium while linking the data in predetermined units.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] There has become popular a CD (compact

disc) system in which an optical disc having an outside

diameter of about 120 mm and a thickness of about 1 .2

mm is used as a recording medium and a signal is read

from, or written to, the optical disc by projecting a light

converged by an objective lens onto a signal recording

surface of the optical disc.

[0004] The CD system has initially been developed as

a recording and playback system for digital audio data.

As this technology has been accepted very widely, a

wide variety of CD systems have so far been proposed

for various applications.

[0005] Recently, the personal computers have been

used as an information processing means in more and

more ordinary households. Along with this tendency, a

read-only optical disc called "CD-ROM (read-only mem-
ory)" has become popular to have recorded therein data

handled in the personal computer.

[0006] Also, a recordable optical disc such as CD-R
(recordable) and rewritable optical disc such as CD-RW
(rewritable) have been developed and used in practice

as optical discs interchangeable with the CD-ROM.
[0007] Data is recorded to the CD-R and CD-RW by

the so-called Track At Once" method by which data is

written in units of a track, and the so-called "Packet Writ-

ing" method by which data is written in units of a packet

which is a smaller unit than the track. When either the

"Track At Once" or "Packet Writing" method is used to

record data to the CD-R or CD-RW, a plurality of data

linking blocks is provided between tracks or between

packets, each being a unit in which data is continuously

recorded, according to a predetermined linking rule.

That is, in case data is recorded by the "Track At Once"

method or "Packet Writing" method, it will be written with

a plurality of data linking blocks appended at each unit

of data which is to be continuously written.

[0008] The reason why the plurality of data linking

blocks is appended between tracks or packets is that

the CD-R and CD-RW adopt a convolution type cross

coding method called "CIRC (cross interleave Reed-

Solomon code)" and a data discontinuity takes place at

a linking position because of the CIRC interleaving. That

is, the data linking blocks are provided at a linking posi-

5 tion of data as a guard area in which data missing is

prevented in linking interleaved data to each other.

[0009] The additional or appended data linking blocks

are meaningless as user data, and are removed when
reading data. Therefore, the number of data linking

10 blocks should desirably be as small as possible.

[0010] However, to properly link interleaved data for

writing the data, or to positively detect, for reading the

data, when such data linking blocks being meaningless

as user data are reached or when there exist no more
15 data linking blocks, the CD-R and CD-RW having the

current format , for example, need as many as seven da-

ta linking blocks (14 kilobytes) for each unit of data to

continuously be written, in practice.

[001 1 ] Recently, optical discs having a higher record-

20 jng density than the CD-R and CD-RW having the cur-

rent format is under development. For a higher ability of

burst error correction in such an optical disc having a

high recording density, it has been studied to increase

the interleaving length in the CIRC interleaving method.

25 However, it is expected that with such an increased in-

terleaving length, the linking of interleaved will influence

so widely that an increased number of such data linking

blocks will be required.

30 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[001 2] An embodiment of the present invention seeks

to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks of the pri-

or art by providing a data reproducing method and ap-

35 paratus, capable of property reading data linked to each

other by a small number of data linking blocks, and a

data recording method and apparatus, capable of prop-

erly linking data with a decreased number of data linking

blocks.

40 [0013] A first aspect of the invention provides a data

reproducing method for reading data written in a data

recording area of a recording medium, the data being

interleaved with a data linking block appended at each

fixed length packet as a recording unit, and linked at a

45 linking position in the data linking block, the method in-

cluding steps of:

reading the data from the data recording area of the

recording medium and de-interleaving the data thus

50 read;

detecting the position of the data linking block by

checking that the data is a one having been written

in units of the fixed length packet; and

generating a reading data by removing the data link-

55 ing block.

[0014] In the above data reproducing method, since

the position of the data linking block is detected by

2
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checking that the data has been written in units of the

fixed length packet, so the data can properly be read

even if the number of data linking blocks is set small.

[0015] A provides a data player for reading data hav-

ing been written in a data recording area of a recording

medium, the data being interleaved with a data linking

block appended at each fixed length packet as a record-

ing unit, and linked at a linking position in the data linking

block, the apparatus including:

means for reading the data from the data recording

area of the recording medium;

means for de-interleaving the data read from the da-

ta recording area of the recording medium; and

means removing the data linking block from the de-

interleaved data to generate a reading data.

[0016] In the above data player, the reading signal

generating means detects the position of the data linking

block by checking that the data has been written in units

of the fixed length packet.

[0017] In this data player, the data having been written

in the data recording area of the recording-medium is

read by the data reading means. The data read from the

data recording area of the recording medium by the data

reading means is supplied to the de-interleaving means

where it will be de-interleaved. The data thus de-inter-

leaved is supplied to the reading data generating means

where the data linking block will be removed from the

supplied de-interleaved data to generate a reading data.

The reading data generating means detects the position

of the data linking block by checking that the supplied

data has been written in units of the fixed length packet,

and removes the data linking block to generate the read-

ing data.

[0018] Since the reading data generating means de-

tects the position of the data linking block by checking

that the supplied data has been written in units of the

fixed length packet as in the above, the data player can

properly read data even if the number of data linking

blocks is set small.

[001 9] A third aspect of the invention provides a data

recording method for writing data to a data recording ar-

ea of a recording medium by appending data linking

blocks at each unit of data to continuously be written to

the data recording area, interleaving the data to which

the data linking blocks have been appended and linking

the interleaved data at a linking position in the data link-

ing block, the method including steps of:

storing one, after the linking position, of the data in

the data linking block which will be placed across

the linking position due to the interleaving; and

linking the interleaved data by appending the stored

data to subsequent data.

[0020] Since one, after the linking position, of the data

in the data linking block which will be placed across the

linking position due to the interleaving is stored and the

interleaved data is linked by appending the stored data

to subsequent data as in the above, this data recording

method can effectively prevent data from being missing

5 due to the linking of the interleaved data with a reduced

number of data linking blocks.

[0021 ] A fourth aspect of the invention provides a data

recorder for writing data to a data recording area of a

recording medium, including:

10

means for appending data linking blocks at each

unit of data to continuously be written to the data

recording area;

means for interleaving the data to which the data

15 linking blocks have been appended; and

means for writing the data to the data recording area

of the recording medium while linking the inter-

leaved data at a linking position in the data linking

block.

20

[0022] In the above data recorder, the data writing

means stores one, after the linking position, of the data

in the data linking block which will be placed across the

linking position due to the interleaving, and links the in-

25 terleaved data by appending the stored data to subse-

quent data.

[0023] In the data recorder, the data linking block ap-

pending means appends the data linking blocks to data

to be recorded at each unit of data to continuously be

30 written to the data recording area of the recording me-

dium. The data having the data linking blocks appended

thereto by the data linking block appending means Is

supplied to the interleaving means where it will be inter-

leaved. Then, the data thus interleaved by the interleav-

35 ing means is supplied to the data writing means, and

written to the data recording area of the recording me-

dium by the data writing means while being linked at the

linking position in the data linking block. At this time, the

data writing means stores one, after the linking position,

40 of the data in the data linking block which will be placed

across the linking position due to the interleaving by the

interleaving means. To link subsequent data, the data

writing means appends to the subsequent data the

stored data, that is, one, after the linking position, of the

45 data in the data linking block which will be placed across

the linking position due to the interleaving by the inter-

leaving means.

[0024] Since the data writing means stores one, after

the linking position, of the data in the data linking block

50 which will be placed across the linking position due to

the interleaving, and appends the stored data to subse-

quent data, to thereby link the interleaved data, the data

recorder can effectively prevent data from being missing

due to the linking of the interleaved data with a reduced

55 number of data linking blocks.

[0025] A fifth aspect of the invention provides a data

recording method for writing data to a data recording ar-

ea of a recording medium by appending data linking

3
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blocks at each unit of data to continuously be written to

the data recording area, interleaving the data to which

the data linking blocks have been appended and linking

the interleaved data at a linking position in the data link-

ing block, the method including, according to the present

invention, steps of:

reproducing one, after the linking position, of the da-

ta in the data linking block which will be placed

across the linking position due to the interleaving;

and

linking the interleaved data by appending the repro-

duced data to subsequent data.

[0026] Sinceone, afterthe linking position, of the data

in the data linking block which will be placed across the

linking position due to the interleaving is reproduced and

the interleaved data is linked by appending the repro-

duced data to subsequent data as in the above, this data

recording method can effectively prevent data from be-

ing missing due to the linking of the interleaved data with

a reduced number of data linking blocks.

[0027] A sixth aspect of the invention provides a data

recorder for writing data to a data recording area of a

recording medium, including:

means for appending data linking blocks at each

unit of data to continuously be written to the data

recording area;

means for interleaving the data to which the data

linking blocks have been appended; and

means for writing the data to the data recording area

of the recording medium while linking the inter-

leaved data at a linking position in the data linking

block.

[0028] In the above data recorder, the data writing

means reproduces one, after the linking position, of the

data in the data linking block which will be placed across

the linking position due to the interleaving, and links the

interleaved data by appending the reproduced data to

subsequent data.

[0029] In the data recorder, the data linking block ap-

pending means appends the data linking blocks to data

to be recorded at each unit of data to continuously be

written to the data recording area of the recording me-

dium. The data having the data linking blocks appended

thereto by the data linking block appending means is

supplied to the interleaving means where it will be inter-

leaved. Then, the data thus interleaved by the interleav-

ing means is supplied to the data writing means, and

written to the data recording area of the recording me-

dium by the data writing means while being linked at the

linking position in the data linking block. At this time, the

data writing means reproduces one, afterthe linking po-

sition, of the data in the data linking block which will be

placed across the linking position due to the interleaving

by the interleaving means. To link subsequent data, the

data writing means appends to the subsequent data the

reproduced data, that is, one, afterthe linking position,

of the data in the data linking block which will be placed

across the linking position due to the interleaving by the

5 interleaving means.

[0030] Since the data writing means reproduces one,

after the linking position, of the data in the data linking

block which will be placed across the linking position due

to the interleaving, and appends the reproduced data to

io subsequent data, to thereby link the interleaved data,

the data recorder can effectively prevent data from be-

ing missing due to the linking of the interleaved data with

a reduced number of data linking blocks.

[0031 ] A better understanding of the present intention

15 will become apparent from the following illustrative de-

scription of the preferred embodiments of the present

invention of an optical disc drive which writes and/or

reads data to and/or from a CD-R (recordable optical

disc) when taken in conjunction with the accompanying

20 drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032]

25

FIG. 1 is a sectional view of the essential portions

of a CD-R;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view, enlarged in scale, of a

part of a disc substrate of the CD-R in FIG. 1

;

30 FIG. 3 shows an example of the data structure in

the CD-R in FIG. 1 , in which:

FIG. 3A shows the recording area of the CD-R,

including a plurality of sessions;

35 FIG. 3B shows one session including a plurality

of tracks;

FIG. 3C shows one track including a plurality of

packets; and

FIG. 3D shows one packet including a plurality

40 of data blocks;

FIG. 4 shows an example of data linking blocks ap-

pended to between packets;

FIG . 5 shows a frame structure of data to be record-

« edtothe CD-R in FIG. 1;

FIG. 6 shows a data block structure of data to be

recorded to the CD-R in FIG. 1

;

FIG. 7 shows a data structure of user data;

FIG. 8 shows a data structure of subcode;

50 FIG. 9 is a schematic view of linkage of data inter-

leaved with a maximum delay of 108 EFM frames,

showing a data linkage made at a position 26 EFM
frames afterthe leading edge of a block sync signal

"Block Sync"; and
55 FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the optical disc drive

according to the present invention, showing an ex-

ample construction of the optical disc drive.

25

30

4
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0033] Referring now to FIG. 1 , there Is schematically

illustrated in the form of a sectional view a CD-R to and/

or from which data is written and/or read by the illustra-

tive optical disc drive according to the present invention.

[0034] As shown in FIG. 1 , the CD-R includes a disc

substrate 101 being a disc of polymethyl methacrylate

(PMMA) or polycarbonate (PC), formed to have an out-

side diameter of 1 20 mm and thickness of 1 .2 mm. The

disc substrate 101 has a recording layer 102 formed

thereon by spin coating of an organic-dye recording ma-

terial. The recording layer 102 has formed thereon a re-

flective layer 1 03 of gold (Au) or silver (Ag) for example,

and the reflective layer 103 has a protective layer 104

formed thereon by spin coating of an ultraviolet-settable

resin for example.

[0035] In this CD-R, when the recording layer 102 is

illuminated with a writing laser light modulated accord-

ing to data to be written (recording data), an interaction

between the recording layer 1 02 and the disc substrate

101 adjacent to the recording layer 102, within a laser

light-illuminated area, will cause a deformation at the

boundary between the disc substrate 1 01 and recording

layer 102, whereby a train of pits corresponding to the

recording data is irreversibly formed. By illuminating the

pit train with a reading laser light and detecting a change

of its reflectance, data written to the CD-R can be read.

[0036] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, wobbling grooves

105 being wobbling guide grooves are formed spiral for

example in a data recording area of the disc substrate

101. Portions of the recording layer 102 corresponding

to the wobbling grooves 105 are set as recording tracks

along which user data etc. subjected to error-correction

coding and EFM modulation will be recorded. Therefore,

the interval between the adjacent wobbling grooves 1 05

is taken as a track pitch TP in this CD-R as shown in

FIG. 2.

[0037] The wobbling grooves 1 05 are formed to wob-

ble slightly resembling a sinusoidal wave. Owing to this

wobbling, FM modulated positional information, that is,

time-base information indicative of an absolute position

on the disc, is recorded as an ATIP (absolute time in

pregroove) wobble signal.

[0038] The ATIP wobble signal is recorded to have a

center frequency of 22.05 kHz for example when the

CD-R is rotated at a predetermined velocity. One sector

of the ATIP wobble signal coincides with one data sector

(2352 bytes) of user data, and thus the user data is writ-

ten to the CD-R while the data sector of the user data is

being brought into sync with the sector of the ATIP wob-

ble signal.

[0039] A data structure of the CD-R is shown in FIGS.

3A to 3D. The data structure shown in FIGS. 3A to 3D

is an example in which data is written in units of a packet

to the CD-R by the so-called "Packet Writing" method.

[0040] As will be seen from FIG. 3A, the data record-

ing area of the CD-R includes a power calibration area

(PCA) 111, program memory area(PMA) 112 and a plu-

rality of sessions 113a, 113b and 113c in this order be-

ginning from the near-center inner circumference of the

5 optical disc.

[0041] In the PCA area 111, the writing laser power is

calibrated. This area further includes a test area in which

a trial write is actually made, and a count area in which

the used status of this test area is recorded. In the PMA
10 area 112, information such as a recording data mode,

write start and write end positions, etc. are provisionally

stored. These PCA and PMA areas 111 and 112 are only

needed only at the time of data recording. After comple-

tion of the finalization, the optical pickup of the optical

15 disc drive will not access these areas during data read-

ing.

[0042] Each of the plurality of sessions 113a, 113b

and 113c includes a lead-in area 114, program area 115

and a lead-out area 116 in this order beginning from the

20 inner circumference of the optical disc.

[0043] The lead-in area 1 1 4 is used to read data writ-

ten in the program area 115, and will have TOC (table

of contents) information or the like written therein . At the

time of data reading, the optical pickup can instantly ac-

25 cess a desired recording track by reading the TOC in-

formation written in the lead-in area 114. The lead-out

area 116 will have variety of information on the optical

disc recorded therein. The lead-out area 116 of the ses-

sion area 113c located along the outermost circumfer-

30 ence of the optical disc serves as a buffer area to pre-

vent the optical pickup ofthe optical disc drive from over-

running.

[0044] The program area 115 will actually have user

data written therein. As shown in FIG. 3B, data tracks

35 discriminated each by a track number TNO"are record-

ed in this area correspondingly to the number of data

recorded thereto. In the example shown in FIG. 3B, one

session includes three data tracks 1 1 7a, 1 1 7b and 1 1 7c.

[0045] Each of the data tracks 117a, 117b and 117c

40 to which a corresponding track number TNO" is as-

signed includes two areas each having an "Index" as

shown in FIG. 3C. An area 118 having an index of "00"

will have TD (track descriptor) information which is track

information written therein. Also, an area 119 having an

45 index of
M01" will have user data in units of a packet 120.

That is, user data is continuously written at each packet

120 in the area 119 having the index of "01". Note that

when user data is written in units of a packet, either a

fixed-length packet method in which one packet has a

50 length fixed to 32 data blocks or a variable-length packet

method in which one packet is variable in length. The

fixed-length packet method is adopted by way of exam-

ple herein to write user data.

[0046] The packet 120 includes a plurality of data

55 blocks 1 21 . The data block 121 is a mass of data being

a unit of access used when the optical disc drive access-

es user data in the optical disc, and normally includes

2352 bytes of user data. Note that the data block 1 21 Is

5
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also called "data sector".

[0047] The packet 120 has appended thereto a plu-

rality of data linking blocks necessary for linking be-

tween this packet 1 20 and an adjacent packet 1 20. Each

of the data linking blocks 122 is provided as a guard ar-

ea, according to a predetermined linking rule, to prevent

user data from being missing at a linking position due to

interleaving of the user data. As shown in FIG. 3D, the

data linking block 122 includes a linking block 123 ap-

pended to the head of the packet 1 20, a plurality of run-

in blocks 1 24 provided next to the linking block 1 23, and

a plurality of run-out blocks 125 appended to the tail of

the packet 120. More specifically, a preceding packet

120 and a packet 120 after the preceding packet 120

will be linked to each other by the plurality of data linking

blocks 1 22 including the run-out block 125 appended to

the tail of the preceding packet 120, linking block 123

and the run-in block 124 appended to the head of the

trailing packet 120.

[0048] FIG. 4 shows an example of the data structure

at a position where the packets 120 are linked to each

other according to the linking rule adopted in the CD-R

having the current format In this example shown in FIG.

4, two run-out blocks 125 are appended to the tail of the

preceding packet 1 20 and one linking block 1 23 andfour

run-in blocks 124 are appended to the head of the trail-

ing packet 1 20. Therefore, the packets 1 20 including 32

data blocks 121 for example are linked to each other by

seven data linking blocks 122.

[0049] The data linking blocks 122 are meaningless

as user data and are removed at the time of data read-

ing. According ti the linking rule for the CD-R having the

current format, the seven data linking blocks are ap-

pended to each packet 120 as in the above, and so in

case the one packet 120 includes 32 data blocks as in

the above, an area as large as about 1 8% (= 7/39) can-

not be used for recording of user data. When the number

of the data linking blocks 122 is further increased, the

proportion of the unusable area for recording the user

data will further be larger. Therefore, the number of the

data linking blocks 122 should desirably be set as small

as possible.

[0050] Accordingly, the number of the data linking

blocks 122 is set as small as possible in embodiments

of the present invention. Thus, a total of the data linking

blocks can be made three, namely, the data linking

blocks may include one link block 123, one run-in block

124 and one run-out block 125. This will further be de-

scribed later.

[0051] Next, the format of data recorded to the CD-R

will be described herebelow. User data recorded to the

CD-R is subjected to convolution type cross error-cor-

rection coding, called "CIRC (cross interleave Reed-

Solomon code)'
1

, and also to EFM (eight to fourteen

modulation) before being written to the optical disc.

[0052] In the CIRC error-correction coding, data is

coded with a Reed-Solomon code (C2 code) at each da-

ta unit of 24 bytes (12 words) and a 4-byte parity (Q par-

ity) is appended to the coded data. User data and Q par-

ity, of 28 bytes in total, are interleaved, and then sub-

jected to coding by a Reed-Solomon code (C1 code),

and further a 4-byte parity (P parity) is appended to the

5 coded data, thereby providing a total of 32 bytes of data.

[0053] As in the above, the 4-byte Q parity and

4-bytes P parity are appended to each user data of 24

bytes by the CIRC error-correction coding to provide the

32 bytes of data. A 2-byte frame sync signal "Frame
10 Sync" and 1 -byte subcode "Subcode" are appended to

the 32 bytes of data to form one frame which is a data

transmission unit, as shown in FIG. 5.

[0054] The above subcode "Subcode" includes eight

channels P to W, and one bit for each channel (one byte

is in total) is inserted in each frame. Subcodes in a total of

98 frames will complete a piece of data. As shown in

FIG. 6, a data block (data sector) being a unit of access

in which th optical disc drive will access the subcode is

composed of the 98 frames of which the subcodes com-

20 piete one data unit.

[0055] User data included in one data block is of 2352

bytes (24 bytes by 98) in total, and it includes, at the

head thereof, 12 bytes of block sync signal "Block Sync"

and 4 bytes of "Block Header" as shown in FIG. 7. In the

25 "Block Header", 3 bytes thereof is assigned as a "Block

Address", and the rest (1 byte) is assigned as a "Mode

Byte" which indicates the attribute of the block.

[0056] Also, the subcodes included in one data block

are a total of 98 bytes of data of which the first 2 bytes

30 are assignedto asubcode syncsignal MS0 ,
S^ as shown

in FIG. 8. The remaining 96 bytes are assigned to chan-

nels P to W. Of these channels, the channels P and Q
are used for access to a data block to which the sub-

codes belong, and the channels R to W are used to

35 record incidental data.

[0057] For example 32 data blocks in the data organ-

ized as in the above are used as one packet 120, and

the data will be written in units of the packet 120 to the

CD-R by means of the data linking blocks 1 22.

40 [0058] Data will be subjectedto the CIRC interleaving

as in the above before being written to the CD-R. The

CIRC interleaving is to impart a delay of 0, D, 2D,

27D to a total of 28 bytes of data, respectively, to which

4 bytes of Q parity has been appended. The "D" is a

45 delay parameter used in the CIRC interleaving and set

to 4 (frames) for data write and/or read to a CD-R having

the current format. Therefore, data subjected to the

CIRC interleaving and then written to the CD-R will be

delayed a maximum of 108 (= 27 x 4) frames.

so [0059] To properly write, to the data recording area of

the CD-R, data delayed a maximum of 108 frames for

example due to the CIRC interleaving by linking the data

so that the user data will not be missing, data to be writ-

ten in units of a packet have a data linking block 122

55 appended to each packet 120 thereof according to a

predetermined linking rule as in the above.

[0060] The linking rule applied to the CD-R having the

current format will be described herebelow. According

6
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to that linking rule applied to the COR having the current

format, data should be linked at a position of 26 EFM
frames from the leading edge of a subcode sync signal

"S0 ,
S<," of a link block. The EFM frame is a unit of data

transmission and the same as the frames forming to-

gether the aforementioned data block. The reason why

the data linking position is not determined with reference

to the leading edge of the block sync signal "Block Sync"

but to the leading edge of the subcode sync signal "S0 ,

is that since the block sync signal "Block Sync" is

also interleaved, it cannot be read after being inter-

leaved. Note that the data linking position is allowed to

have a shift of ±4 EFM frames but the linking rule will be

described on the assumption that there is not such a

shift of the data linking position, for the simplicity of ex-

planation.

[0061 ] According to the linking rule applied in the CD-

R having the current format, two run-out blocks are to

be written at the tail of a preceding data, data write has

to be stopped at the above-mentioned linking position

in a linking block after the data, the data write has to be

restarted at the above linking position in the linking

block, and subsequent user data have to be written after

four run-in blocks are written. Note that according to the

linking rule, it is allowed that there is a shift of +36/-10

EFM blocks between the leading edge of the block sync

signal "Block Sync" for restarting the data write (before

data coding using a minimum delay encoder) and that

of the subcode sync signal "S0 ,
included in the data

block. However, the linking rule will be described on the

assumption that there is no such shift between the lead-

ing edge of the block sync signal "Block Sync" and that

of the subcode sync signal "S0 ,
S-,". The "minimum de-

lay encoder" means an encoder having not any circuit

delay other than the intentional delay by the interleaving.

[0062] According to the aforementioned linking rule,

two run-out blocks will be provided at the tail of a pre-

ceding data and one linking block and four run-in blocks

be provided at the head of a trailing data, when the data

area linked to each other. Thus, the user data will be

linked by means of these seven data linking blocks.

[0063] As many as seven data linking blocks are re-

quired for linking data in order to prevent user data from

being missing at the linking position due to the CIRC

interleaving and positively detect the position of the data

linking block at the time of data reading. That is, as hav-

ing previously been described, since the data linking

blocks are meaningly as user data, it is necessary that

at the time of data reading, the position of the data link-

ing block should positively be detected and the data link-

ing blocks be removed from a series of data read from

the CD-R, to generate reading data.

[0064] To positively detect the position of the data link-

ing block, a block to be read should be judged to be a

data linking block. That is, if the data linking block can

correctly be read, it can be removed from the series of

data to generate reading data properly.

[0065] Data linkage effected according to the afore-

mentioned linking rule In a CD-R having the current for-

mat will be described below with reference to FIG. 9.

Note that in FIG. 9, data status before being subjected

to the CIRC interleaving is shown in the upper portion

5 of each of the drawings while data status after being in-

terleaved with a delay parameter D of 4 (frames) is

shown in the lower portion. Also, in the data after being

so interleaved, shown in the lower portion in FIG. 9, data

series to be subjected to error correction by the C2 code
10 is shown obliquely in the direction of arrow A while data

series to be subjected to error correction by the C1 code

is shown vertically in the direction of arrow B. In FIG. 9,

there is schematically shown a data linkage made at a

position 26 EFM frames after the leading edge of the

15 subcode sync signal "S0 ,
S A

* under the assumption that

the leading edge of the block sync signal "Block Sync"

used for restarting the data writing coincides with that of

the subcode sync signal
WS0 ,

S-," included in the data

block.

20 [0066] Data interleaved with a delay parameter D of

4 (frames) will have a delay of 108 EFM frames at the

maximum as having been described above. When the

data is linked at a position 26 EFM frames from the lead-

ing edge of the subcode sync signal "S0 ,
S.,", the latter

25 half of the second run-out block in the data before stop

of write (will be referred to as "post-write stop" hereun-

der) will be after the linking position, so data in this range

will be missing. Thus, the second run-out block will not

correctly be read. However, since all the first run-out

30 blocks precede the linking position, they can correctly

be read. Of course, since the post-write stop user data

precedes the first run-out block, it can correctly be read.

[0067] On the other hand, in the data after the data

writing is restarted (will be referred to as "post-write re-

35 start" hereunder), since data included within a range of

up to 1 08-th EFM frame from the linking position include

one having been interleaved before and also after the

write stop position, it will not be able to correctly be read,

and so the first run-in block will not be able to correctly

40 be read. However, the second and subsequent run-in

blocks can correctly be read. Of course, the post-write

restart user data can correctly be read since they are

after the fourth run-in block.

[0068] As in the above, the linking rule is such that

45 when linking data having been interleaved with the delay

parameter D of 4 and maximum delay of 108 EFM
frames, the user data can of course be read correctly,

and at least one run-out block and one run-in block can

correctly be read. Also, a number of run-in blocks, pos-

50 sibly larger than really required, are provided so that

positive re-synchronization therewith is assured when

reading the post-write restart data.

[0069] Since each of the data linking blocks are a data

block to which no user data is written, namely, a data

55 block which is meaningless as user data, the optical disc

drive has to positively detect the position of the data link-

ing block meaningless as user data, remove the data

linking blocks from a series of data read from the CD-R

7
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and generate reading data.

[0070] If at least one run-out block can correctly be

read and a "Mode Byte" In a "Block Header" of the rub-

out block be detectep\ since the "Mode Byte" include

information indicative of the attribute of the block as in

the above, the block can be judged to be a run-out block,

namely, it will be detected that the optical disc drive has

reached the data linking block.

[0071} In the example shown in FIG. 9, the second

run-out block will not correctly be read and no "Mode

Byte" can be detected from the second run-out block.

However, since the first run-out block is correctly read,

the optical disc drive can detect, by detecting the "Mode

Byte" in the first run-out block, when it has reached the

data linking block.

[0072] Also, if at least one run-in block can correctly

be read and the "Mode Byte" in the "Block Header1
' of

the run-in block can be detected, the block can be

judged to be a run-in block and it can be detected that

there are no more data linking blocks.

[0073] In the example shown in FIG. 9, the first run-

in block will not correctly be read and no "Mode Byte"

can be detected from the first run-in block. However,

since the second and subsequent run-in blocks are read

correctly, the optical disc drive can detect, by detecting

the "Mode Byte" in any of the second and subsequent

run-in blocks, when there are no more data linking

blocks.

[0074] As in the above, if the optical disc drive can

detect, at the time of data reading, when it has reached

a data linking block and when there are no more data

linking blocks, it will be able to positively detect the po-

sition of the data linking block, remove the data linking

block from the series of data read from the CD-R, and

generate reading data.

[0075] However, since the data linking block is mean-

ingless as user data, the number of data linking blocks

should desirably be as small as possible.

[0076] In the example shown in FIG. 9, to prevent any

missing in user data whose writing has not yet been

stopped, only the second run-out block should be pro-

vided, and the first run-out block is provided to make it

possible to detect when the optical disc drive has

reached the data linking blocks. Therefore, if it is possi-

ble to detect, without reading the first run-out block,

when the optical disc drive has reached the data linking

block, the first run-out block will be unnecessary and

thus the number of data linking blocks can be reduced.

[0077] According to embodiments of the present in-

vention, the number of run-out blocks is reduced by ap-

pending a data linking block to each predetermined

amount of user data to make it possible to predict the

position of the data linking block. That is, if the amount

of user data to which the data linking block is appended

is set constant, the position of the data linking block can

be predicted by reading data while monitoring the "Block

Address" in the "Block Header" in the user data block.

Therefore, the first run-out block in the example shown

in FIG. 9 is unnecessary and thus only one run-out block

may be used as the data linking block.

[0078] More specifically, in case data is written in units

of a fixed-length packet having a length of for example
s 32 data blocks in the "Packet Writing" in which data is

written in units of a packet, a data linking block is ap-

pended at every 32 data blocks of user address. There-

fore, by detecting the position of the thirty-second user

data block in each packet while monitoring the "Block

10 Address" in each user data block, it will be known that

the thirty-second user data block is followed by a data

linking block and thus it can positively be detected when

the data linking block is reached.

[0079] In this case, it is necessary to determine that

15 the user data has been written in units of the fixed-length

packet. Such a determination is possible by writing, in

the data recording area of the CD-R, identification infor-

mation for determining that user data has been written

in units of the fixed-length packet and reading the iden-

20 tification information at the time of data reading. Note

that also information indicative of the length of the fixed-

length packet (for example, 32 data blocks) should de-

sirably be included in such identification information.

[0080] For example, in case data is written in units of

25 a fixed-length packet in all the data recording area of

the CD-R, such identification information may be written

in the CD-R as an ATIP wobble signal from a wobbling

groove 105 formed in the lead-in area 114 of the session

1 1 3a located along the innermost disc circumference as

30 shown in FIG. 3A for example. That is, the ATIP wobble

signal from the wobbling, groove 105 provided in the

lead-in area 114 includes "Special Information" indica-

tive of incidental information in addition to time-base in-

formation indicative of an absolution position on the op-

35 tical disc. A frame assigned as the "Special Information"

has a "reserved" part. The identification information for

determining that user data has been written in units of

the fixed-length packet may be included in the "re-

served" part.

40 [0081] Also, in case data is written in units of a fixed-

length packet in all the data recording area of the CD-

R, identification information for determining that user da-

ta has been written in units of the fixed-length packet

may be included in a Q channel of a subcode written to

45 the PMA 112. In the Q channel of the subcode written

to the PMA 112, there is defined an item indicative of a

disc ID. Since the item indicating the disc ID includes a

"reserved" part, the identification information for deter-

mining that the user data has been written in units of the

so fixed-length packet can be included in the "reserved"

part.

[0082] In case data is written in units of a fixed-length

packet to one entire session in the data recording area

of the CD-R, identification information indicating that us-

55 erdata has been written in units of the fixed-length pack-

et can be included in the Q channel of a subcode written

to the lead-in area 114 of the session. That is, since an

item indicatingTOC information is defined in the Q chan-

8
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nel of the subcode written to the lead-in area 1 1 4 and

the item indicating the TOC information has a part indi-

cating a recording format of the session, the identifica-

tion information indicating that the user data has been

written in units of the fixed-length packet can be included

in that part.

[0083] Also, in case data is written in units of a fixed-

length packet to one data track of the program area 115

of one session, identification information indicating that

user data has been written in units of the fixed-length

packet can be included as TD (track descriptor) written

to the area 1 1 8 of the data track, having an index "Index"

"00M
.

[0084] By writing, to the data recording area of the

CD-R in advance, the identification information indicat-

ing that the user data has been written in units of the

fixed-length packet and reading the identification infor-

mation at the time of data reading, it is possible to de-

termine that the user data has been written in units of

the fixed-length packet and predict the position of the

data linking block on the basis of the result of the deter-

mination. Therefore, the run-out block requisite to detect

the position of the data linking block is unnecessary and

thus the number of data linking blocks can be reduced

correspondingly.

[0085] On the other hand, since 108 EFM frames of

data, from the linking position, of the post-write restart

include those having been interleaved before the data

writing has been stopped, the error correction by the C2

code series cannot correctly be done and thus the data

cannot correctly be read.

[0086] Also, the error correction by the C1 code series

of the former half of the data cannot correctly be done

and thus the data cannot correctly be read. More partic-

ularly, to link the interleaved data, only data blocks in-

cluding those which will be before the linking position

after the interleaving are written to the CD-R. That is, in

the example shown in FIG. 9, 26 EFM frames of data

from the top of a link block are interleaved as those be-

fore data write is stopped (will be referred to as "pre-

write stop data" hereunder), and deployed in the buffer

memory. Of the data interleaved and deployed in the

buffer memory, only those before the linking position are

written to the CD-R. Next, interleaved data blocks com-

pletely after the linking position, namely, data 26 EFM
frames after the link block are interleaved and stored,

as post-write restart data, into the buffer memory, in the

example shown in FIG. 9.

[0087] At this time, the data, interleaved as that before

the write stop and deployed in the buffer memory and

which actually be after the linking position due to the

interleaving, will correspond to a former half of the data

after restarting of the data writing. Since the data has

been processed as pre-write stop data, it will not be han-

dled as post-write stop data and thus the former half will

be missing. Therefore, the latter half of the post-write

restart data interleaved and deployed in the buffer mem-

ory has a part where on data exists (filled with
M0" data

in practice). When such post-write stop data is written

to the CD-R and linked, the C1 series including the part

having no data cannot correctly be subjected to error

correction at the time of reading the data after the restart

s of data writing, and cannot correctly be read. More spe-

cifically, in the example shown in FIG. 9, since up to the

first run-in block includes many parts having not data as

the C1 series, the first run-in block will not be able to

correctly be read.

10 [0088] According to the above-mentioned linking rule

taking the above in consideration, four run-in blocks are

provided so that even if the first run-in block cannot cor-

rectly be read when the data having been interleaved

with a delay parameter D of "4" and a maximum delay

15 of as long as 108 EFM frames, correct reading of the

second and subsequent run-in blocks makes it possible

to detect when there are no more data linking blocks

and permits a positive re-synchronization is possible at

the data reading after the data writing is restarted.

20 [0089] In the example shown in FIG. 9, correct read-

ing of the first run-in block makes it possible to reduce

the number of run-in blocks. According to the above link-

ing rule, at least four run-in blocks are provided a for

positive re-synchronization at the time of reading post-

25 write restart data. Actually, however, it has been known

that the reliability of read data is maintained very high

through a strong error correction and so, if a run-in block

just before the user data can correctly be read, almost

positive re-synchronization is possible. According to

30 embodiments of the present invention, such an arrange-

ment is made that by correctly reading the first run-in

block, the second and subsequent run-in blocks in the

example shown in FIG. 9 are made unnecessary and

the number of run-in blocks is reduced to one.

35 [0090] To correctly read the first run-in block, the part

having no data should be filled with correct data when

the post-write restart data is deployed in the buffer mem-

ory, and the full after the restart of data writing be written

to the CD-R and linked. The "correct" data refers to a

40 one interleaved as the pre-write stop data and deployed

in the buffer memory but which is actually after the link-

ing position due to the interleaving. Therefore, to fill a

part having no data with correct data, for example, pre-

write stop data deployed in the buffer memory, should

45 be stored, have the stored pre-write stop data appended

thereto when the post-write restart data is deployed in

the buffer memory, to provide a series of data, and the

series of data be written to the CD-R.

[0091] More particularly, the pre-write stop data de-

50 ployed in the buffer memory should be left in the buffer

memory also after the data writing is stopped, the post-

write restart should be deployed in the buffer memory in

which the pre-write stop data has already been de-

ployed, the data across the linking position is prevented

55 from being missing to provide a series of data, and only

the data after the linking position is written to the CD-R

and linked.

[0092] By preventing the post-write restart data from

9
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being missing and linking the data, one run-in block pro-

vided can correctly be read. Namely, the number of run-

in blocks can be limited to one.

[0093] In the above example, since pre-write stop da-

ta deployed in the buffer memory has to be left in the

buffer memory also after the data writing is stopped, the

above method cannot be applied in case the buffer

memory has to be updated after the data writing is

stopped and before it is restarted. For example, in case

data is to be recorded to any other disc before the data

writing is stopped and before it is restarted, the above

method cannot be applied because the pre-write stop

data cannot be left in the buffer memory.

[0094] To fill the part having no data with correct data

when the post-write restart data is deployed, the pre-

write stop data interleaved and deployed in the buffer

memory but which will actually be after the linking posi-

tion due to the interleaving may be re-generated when

the post-write restart data is deployed in the buffer mem-
ory, and the re-generated data may be appended to the

post-write restart data deployed in the buffer memory.

[0095] In the current standard, it is defined that the

data linking blocks should include only the "Block Ad-

dress" of the data linking blocks, "Mode Byte", and "Re-

corder ID" indicating the type of a recorder in which the

data linking blocks have been written as necessary. That

is, meaningful ones of the data linking blocks are only

the "Block Address", "Mode Byte" and "Recorder ID". If

these can be re-generated, the data in the data linking

blocks can be re-generated.

[0096] Of these data, the "Block Address" and "Mode

Byte" can easily be re-generated after the data writing

is restarted, even if they have been processed as pre-

write stop data. That is, since the "Block Address" can

be determined by counting down from the "Block Ad-

dress" of the trailing data block and the type of data link-

ing blocks which will miss data is always the same,

namely; for example in the example shown in FIG. 9,

the second run-out block will always miss data, it suffic-

es to always generate a "Mode Byte" corresponding to

the type of data linking block.

[0097] The "Recorder ID" should be re-generated by

reading once data in the data linking block before the

data writing is stopped and whose data is not missing

and re-generating the same data as the data thus read

after the data writing is restarted. However, in case the

number of run-out blocks is minimized as in the above,

the "Recorder ID" cannot be read from data linking block

before the data writing is stopped (will be referred to as

"pre-write stop data lining block" hereunder), in some
cases.

[0098] Also, the "Recorder ID" may not be included in

the data in the data linking blocks (run-out block and

linking block) processed as pre-write stop data. Since

the "Recorder ID" is optionally written as necessary, it

may be defined that the "Recorder ID" should be includ-

ed only in the data in the data linking block (run-in block)

processed as post-write restart data. In this case, it is

only the "Block Address" and "Mode Byte" that have to

be re-generated, and thus they can easily be re-gener-

ated.

[0099] The data re-generated as in the above is inter-

5 leaved along with the post-write restart data for example

and deployed in the buffer memory. Thus, a full series

of data across the linking position will be deployed in the

buffer memory. By writing only the data after the linking

position to the CD-R data and linking it, the first and sub-

io sequent run-in blocks can correctly be read and the

number of run-in blocks can be limited to one.

[01 00] As having been described in the foregoing, ac-

cording to embodiments of the present invention, pre-

write stop user data is written in units of a fixed-length

15 packet and identification information for determining

that the user data has been written in units of the fixed-

length packet is read to predict the position of data link-

ing block, thereby reducing the number of run-out blocks

to one for example. Also, by storing or re-generating da-

20 ta in the data linking block, which will be across the link-

ing position due to the interleaving and which will be

missing as post-write restart data, and appending the

stored or re-generated data to data to be processed as

post-write restart data, in order to prevent data from be-

25 jng missing, the number of run-in blocks is reduced to

one for example. Therefore, by using the above meth-

ods in combination, the number of data linking blocks

can be reduced to a minimum of three: one link block,

one run-in block and one run-out block. Thus, the

30 number of data linking blocks being meaningless as us-

er data can considerably be reduced and user data can

be recorded more for the recording capacity corre-

sponding to the reduction of the number of data linking

blocks, whereby user data can efficiently be recorded.

35 [01 01] Next, an illustrative optical disc drive according

to the present invention will be described in detail below.

FIG. 1 0 shows an example construction of the optical

disc drive. In FIG. 10, the optical disc drive is generally

indicated with a reference 1 . This optical disc drive 1 is

40 constructed to write and/or read data to and/or from a

recordable optical disc (CD-R). It writes data to the CD-

R while linking it in units of a fixed-length packet and

reads data having been written to the CD-R in units of

the fixed-length packet to the reading signal.

45 [0102] As shown, the optical disc drive 1 includes a

data recording system generally indicated with a refer-

ence 1 0 and which records data supplied to a host com-

puter or the like to a CD-R 1 00, and a data playback or

reading system generally indicated with a reference 20

50 and which reads data recorded in the CD-R 100 and

supplies the read data to the host computer or the like.

[0103] The data recording system 10 has an input ter-

minal 11 to which data (user data) from the host com-

puter or the like is supplied. The user data supplied at

55 the input terminal 11 is first supplied to a formatting cir-

cuit 12.

[01 04] The formatting circuit 1 2 blocks and packetizes

user data supplied from the input terminal 11 according

10
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to a predetermined format. One data block include for

example 2352 bytes of user data, and one packet in-

cludes for example 32 data blocks. The packet is a min-

imum unit of data to be continuously written to the CD-

R and-data will not be written to the CD-R in any unit

smaller than the packet. Note that in the APacket Writ-

ing® in which data is written in units of a packet, data

can be written by a variable-length packet method in

which the number of data blocks included in one packet

is variable. However, the optical disc drive 1 according

to the present embodiment is so designed that data is

written by the fixed-length packet method in which data

is written the number of data blocks included one packet

is fixed. Therefore, a formatting circuit 12 provided in

the optical disc drive 1 packetizes user data supplied

from an input terminal 1 1 thereof at every 32 data blocks

for example. Also the formatting circuit 12 generates

identification information for determining that user data

is written in units of a fixed-length packet, and embeds

the identification information in a series of data.

[0105] The user data blocked and packetized by the

formatting circuit 12 is supplied to a linking block ap-

pending unit 13.

[0106] Under the control of a controller 14 also pro-

vided in the optical disc drive 1 , the linking block ap-

pending unit 13 appends a data linking block necessary

for linking of data to each packet of the user data sup-

plied from the formatting circuit 1 2. More specifically, the

linking block appending unit 13 appends one linking

block and one run-in block to the head of each packet

for example while appending one run-out block to the

tail of each packet. Then the data having thus appended

to each packet thereof a total of three data linking blocks

is supplied to a CIRC encoder 15 also provided in the

optical disc drive 1

.

[0107] As shown in FIG. 10, the CIRC encoder 15 in-

cludes a C2 encoder, interleaver and a C1 encoder. The

CIRC encoder 15 makes. CIRC (cross interleave Reed-

Solomon Code) error correction coding of the data sup-

plied from the linking block appending unit 1 3 under the

control of the controller 14.

[0108] The data supplied from the linking block ap-

pending circuit 13 is first supplied to the C2 encoder.

This C2 encoder makes a Reed-Solomon coding (C2

code) of the supplied data at each data unit of 24 bytes

(12 words) and appends 4 bytes of parity (Q parity) to

the coded data. Thus, a total of 28 bytes of user data

and 4-byte parity (Q parity) are supplied to the interleav-

er where the data will be interleaved.

[01 09] The interleaver has a delay parameter D of "4"

(frames) set therein and will be selected for data write

to the normal-density CD-R. When the interleaver is

supplied with the data having the Q parity appended

thereto, it interleaves the data with a maximum delay of

108 frames (27 x 4 frames) for example.

[0110] The data having thus been interleaved is sup-

plied to the C1 encoder. The C1 encoder makes a Reed-

Solomon coding (C1 code) of the data having the Q par-

ity appended thereto at each data unit of 28 bytes and

further appends 4 bytes of parity (P parity) to the coded

data.

[0111] The data thus subjected to the CIRC error cor-

5 rection is deployed in a buffer memory 1 6 and then sup-

plied to an EFM modulation circuit 17 where it will be

subjected to EFM modulation (eight to fourteen modu-

lation). The data thus EFM-modulated is supplied to a

write controller 1 8.

10 [01 1 2] The write controller 1 8 generates a recording

signal corresponding to data going to be written to the

CD-R 1 00 under the control of the controller 14, and sup-

plies the recording signal to an optical pickup 50.

[0113] Based on the recording signal supplied from

is the write controller 18, the optical pickup 50 forms, in

the recording area of the CD-R 100, a pit (mark) row

corresponding to data to be written. Thus, the user data

and a variety of information including identification infor-

mation supplied from the host-side computer or the like

20 will be recorded to the CD-R.

[0114] To link data, the controller 14 controls the op-

eration of each component of the optical disc drive 1 so

that data before the linking position at a stage before

the interleaving is processed as the pre-write stop data.

25 That is, the data before the linking position before the

interleaving will be interleaved by the interleaver in the

CIRC encoder 15 and deployed in a buffer memory 16

connected to the CIRC encoder 15. Only the one of the

series of data deployed in the buffer memory 16, which

30 actually lies before the linking position, is supplied to the

EFM modulation circuit 17 where it is EFM modulated,

and converted to a recording signal by the write control-

ler 18 and supplied to the optical pickup 50. Thus, the

data before the linking position in practice will be written

35 to the data recording area of the CD-R 1 00.

[0115] To restart the data writing after it is stopped

once, the controller 14 controls the operation of each

component of the optical disc drive 1 so that the data

after the linking position at a step before the interleaving

40 is processed as the post-write restart data. At this time,

in the former half of the post-write restart, there will be

missing the data which will lie after the linking position

due to the interleaving. The controller 14 controls the

operation of each component of the optical disc drive I

45 so that the part having no data can be filled with correct

data.

[0116] More specifically, the controller 14 reserves

the pre-write stop data deployed in *he buffer memory

16 in the buffer memory 16 until the data writing is re-

50 started. When the post-write restart data is interleaved

by the interleaver in the CIRC encoder 1 5 and deployed

in the buffer memory 1 6, it has the reserved post-write

stop data appended thereto, and deployed as a series

of data in the buffer memory 16. Of the series of data

55 deployed in the buffer memory 1 6, only the data after

the linking position is supplied to the EFM modulation

circuit 17 where it will be EFM-modulated. The EFM-

modulated data is converted by the write controller 1

8
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to a recording signal which willbe supplied to the optical

pickup 50. Thus, the data after the linking position will

be written to the data recording area of the CD-R 1 00

without any missing data.

[0117] Note that to fill a part having no missing data

with correct data when the post-write restart data is de-

ployed in the buffer memory 16, the controller 14 may
control the operation of each component of the optical

disc drive 1 to re-generate the missing data, that is, data

having been processed as the post-write stop data after

the linking position, when the post-write restart data is

deployed in the buffer memory 16, and to append the

re-generated data to the post-write restart data de-

ployed in the buffer memory 16.

[0118] In the illustrative optical disc drive 1 according

to the present invention, since the data after the linking

position is written to the data recording area of the CD-

R for no data to be missing when linking data, a proper

data linkage is possible even if the number of run-in

blocks included in the data linking blocks is limited to

one. Therefore, by recording data to the CD-R 1 00 with

the optical disc drive 1 according to the present embod-

iment, it is possible to efficiently record user data.

[01 1 9] On the other hand, in the data playback system

20, a signal recorded as a pit (mark) row in the CD-R
100 is read by the optical pickup 50 and supplied to a

playback amplifier 21 . On the basis of the signal (a volt-

age signal resulted from a photoelectric conversion)

supplied from the optical pickup 50, the playback ampli-

fier 21 produces a reading signal (RF signal), focus error

signal, tracking error signal, etc.

[0120] The reading signal produced by the playback

amplifier 21 is converted to digital data by a binarization

circuit, clock extraction circuit and the like (not shown),

and supplied to an EFM demodulation circuit 22. Also,

the focus error signal and tracking error signal produced

by the playback amplifier 21 are supplied to a servo con-

troller (not shown). The servo controller will provide fo-

cus and tracking servo control of the optical pickup 50

on the basis of these focus and tracking error signals.

[0121] The digital data (reading data) supptied to the

EFM demodulation circuit 22 is

[0122] EFM-demodulated in the circuit 22 and then

supplied to a CIRC decoder 23.

[0123] The CIRC decoder 23 is provided correspond-

ingly to the CIRC encoder 15 in the data recording sys-

tem 1 0. It includes a C1 decoder, de-interteaver, and a

C2 decoder. Under the control of the controller 14, the

CIRC decoder 23 makes a CIRC error correction of the

reading data supplied from the EFM demodulation cir-

cuit 22.

[0124] The reading data from the EFM demodulation

circuit 22 is first supplied to the C1 decoder where it is

subjected to error correction with C1 code. Mainly ran-

dom errors being small errors will be corrected by the C
1 code error correction. The reading data having been

error-corrected with the C 1 code by the C 1 decoder is

supplied to the de-interleaver which will de-interleave

the reading data.

[0125] The de-interteaver has a delay parameter D
set to A4@ (frames) for example. When the de-inter-

leaver is supplied with data having Q parity appended
5 thereto, it de-interleaves the data with a maximum delay

of 108 frames (27 H 4 frames) for example.

[0126] The reading data thus de-interleaved by the

de-interleaver is supplied to the C2 decoder. The C2 de-

coder makes error correction of the de-interleaved read-

to ing data with the C2 code. Main a burst error being a

large error will be corrected by the error correction with

the C2 code. The reading data having been subjected

to the error correction with the C2 code in the C2 decod-

er will be supplied to a linking block skipping circuit 24.

15 [0127] Under the control of the controller 14, the link-

ing block skipping circuit 24 removes the data linking

blocks from the reading data having been error-correct-

ed by the CIRC decoder 23. That is, supplied with the

reading data from the CIRC decoder 23, the linking

20 block skipping circuit 24 removes one linking block and

one run-in block appended to the head of each packet

and one run-out block appended to the tail of ac packet.

[0128] At this time, the position of data linking block

is detected by the controller 14 by reading identification

25 information indicating that user data has been written in

units of a fixed-length packet. That is, checking, based

on the identification information, that the user data has

been written in units of the fixed-length packet, the con-

troller 1 4 recognizes that the data linking block has been
30 appended to each user data of 32 data blocks for exam-

ple, and monitors the ABIock Address® of a preceding

user data block, thereby detecting the position of the da-

ta linking block.

[0129] Also, of the data linking blocks, the run-in block

35 is written with no missing data in the CD-R 100 so that

it can correctly be read. Therefore, the position of the

run-in block can be detected by referring to the AMode
Byte® in the run-in block. Thus, the controller 14 can

correctly detect the position of the data linking block in-

40 eluding from the leading run-out block to the last run-in

block of the data linking blocks, and allow the linking

block skipping circuit 24 to remove the data linking

blocks.

[01 30] The reading data having the data linking blocks

45 therein removed by the data linking block skipping circuit

24 is supplied to a data extraction circuit 25. The user

data extracted by the data extraction circuit 25 is deliv-

ered as an output terminal 26, and supplied to the host-

side computer or the like.

50 [0131] In the illustrative data playback system 20 of

the illustrative optical disc drive 1 according to the

present invention, the identification information written

in the CD-R 1 00 is read to check that user data has been

written in units of a fixed-length packet, thereby detect-

55 jng the position of the data linking block and correctly

removing the data linking blocks as in the above. So,

even if the number of run-out blocks in the data linking

blocks is limited to one, data can properly be read.

12
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[0132] In the foregoing, write and read of read to and

from the CD-R having the current format have been de-

scribed by way of example. However, the present inven-

tion is not limited to the aforementioned embodiment but

is effectively applicable to data write and/or read to and/

or from a recording medium having a different format.

[0133] For example, a high density CD-R having for

example a recording density about double that of the

CD-R having the current format has been developed for

these years. The present invention can effectively be

applied to data write to, and/or read from, to such a high

density CD-R; To elevate the ability of correcting a burst

error correspondingly to the higher recording density,

the delay parameter D in the CIRC interleaving is set to

7 frames. Thus, the interleaving will have an influence

on a wider range, and to prevent user data from being

missing, two run-out blocks are necessary as the data

linking blocks. According to embodiments of the present

invention, however, the number of data linking blocks

has not to be increased for detection of the position of

data linking block, so a total of four data linking blocks

including two run-out blocks and one linking block and

one run-in block is only required for appending to the

high recording density CD-R.

[0134] Also, the present invention is effectively appli-

cable for writing data to a CD-RW which is a rewritable

optical disc. The CD-RW is a recording medium in which

data is recorded by phase-change recording and its re-

cording format is almost the same as that of the CD-R.

Therefore, an optical disc drive constructed similarly to

the optical disc drive having been described in the fore-

going can support the CD-RW which is a rewritable op-

tical disc. However, since the CD-RW is lower in reflect-

ance than the CD-R, so it is necessary to additionally

provide an AGC (automatic gain controller) which can

amplify even a weak signal.

[01 35] As having been described in the foregoing, an

embodiment of the present invention can handle data

with a reduced number of data linking blocks, so it per-

mits to record user data efficiently and properly read the

recorded user data.

[0136] In so far as the embodiments of the invention

described above are implemented, at least in part, using

software-controlled data processing apparatus, it will be

appreciated that a computer program providing such

software control and a storage medium by which such

a computer program is stored are envisaged as aspects

of the present invention.

Claims

1 . A data reproducing method for reading data having

been written in a data recording area of a recording

medium, the data being interleaved with a data link-

ing block appended at each fixed length packet as

a recording unit, and linked at a linking position in

the data linking block, the method comprising steps

of:

reading the data from the data recording area

of the recording medium and de-interleaving

s the data thus read;

detecting the position of the data linking block

by checking that the data is a one having been

written in units of the fixed length packet; and

generating a reading data by removing the data

10 linking block.

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein it is

checked based on data written in the recording me-

dium that the data has been written in units of the

is fixed length packet.

3. The method as set forth in claim t , wherein the data

linking blocks include at least one run-out block, one

link block and at least one run-in block.

20

4. A data player for reading data having been written

in a data recording area of a recording medium, the

data being interleaved with a data linking block ap-

pended at each fixed length packet as a recording

25 unit, and linked at a linking position in the data link-

ing block, the apparatus comprising:

means for reading the data from the data re-

cording area of the recording medium;
30 means for de-interleaving the data read from

the data recording area of the recording medi-

um; and
means removing the data linking block from the

de-interleaved data to generate a reading data;

35 the reading signal generating means detecting

the position of the data linking block by check-

ing that the data has been written in units of the

fixed length packet.

40 5. The apparatus as set forth in claim 4, wherein it is

checked based on data written in the recording me-

dium that the data has been written in units of the

fixed length packet.

45 6. The apparatus as set forth in claim 4, wherein the

data linking blocks include at least one run-out

block, one link block and at least one run-in block.

7. The apparatus as set forth in claim 4, wherein the

50 data linking blocks include one run-out block, one

link block and one run-in block.

8. A data recording method for writing data to a data

recording area of a recording medium by appending

55 data linking blocks at each unit of data to continu-

ously be written to the data recording area, inter-

leaving the data to which the data linking blocks

have been appended and linking the interleaved da-

13
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ta at a linking position in the data linking block, the

method comprising steps of:

storing one, after the linking position, of the da-

ta in the data linking block which will be placed

across the linking position due to the interleav-

ing; and

linking the interleaved data by appending the

stored data to subsequent data.

9. The method as set forth in claim 8, wherein the data

linking blocks include at least one run-out block, one

link block and at least one run-in block.

10. A data recorder for writing data to a data recording

area of a recording medium, the apparatus compris-

ing:

means for appending data linking blocks at

each unit of data to continuously be written to

the data recording area;

means for interleaving the data to which the da-

ta linking blocks have been appended; and

means for writing the data to the data recording

area of the recording medium while linking the

interleaved data at a linking position in the data

linking block;

the data writing means storing one, after the

linking position, of the data in the data linking

block which will be placed across the linking po-

sition due to the interleaving, and linking the in-

terleaved data by appending the stored data to

subsequent data.

11. The apparatus as set forth in claim 10, wherein the

data linking blocks include at least one run-out

block, one link block and at least one run-in block.

14. The method as set forth in claim 13, wherein the

data linking blocks include at least one run-out

block, one link block and at least one run-in block.

5 15. A data recorder for writing data to a data recording

area of a recording medium, the apparatus compris-

ing:

means for appending data linking blocks at

10 each unit of data to continuously be written to

the data recording area;

means for interleaving the data to which the da-

ta linking blocks have been appended; and

means for writing the data to the data recording

15 area of the recording medium while linking the

interleaved data at a linking position in the data

linking block;

the data writing means reproducing one, after

the linking position, of the data in the data link-

20 |ng block which will be placed across the linking

position due to the interleaving, and linking the

interleaved data by appending the reproduced

data to subsequent data.

25 16. The apparatus as set forth in claim 15, wherein the

data linking blocks include at least one run-out

block, one link block and at least one run-in block.

17. The apparatus as set forth in claim 15, wherein the

30 data linking blocks include one run-out block, one

link block and one run-in block.

35

12. The apparatus as set forth in claim 10, wherein the

data linking blocks include one run-out block, one *o

link block and one run-in block.

13. A data recording method for writing data to a data

recording area of a recordingmedium by appending

data linking blocks at each unit of data to continu-

ously be written to the data recording area, inter-

leaving the data to which the data linking blocks

have been appended and linking the interleaved da-

ta at a linking position in the data linking block, the

method comprising steps of: 50

reproducing one, after the linking position, of

the data in the data linking block which will be

placed across the linking position due to the in-

terleaving; and

linking the interleaved data by appending the

reproduced data to subsequent data.
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